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Abstract
To reduce the overhead of Software Transactional Memory (STM)
there are many recent proposals to build hybrid systems that use
architectural support either to accelerate parts of a particular STM
algorithm (Ha-TM), or to form a hybrid system allowing hardwaretransactions and software-transactions to inter-operate in the same
address space (Hy-TM).
In this paper we introduce a Hy-TM design based on multi-reader,
single-writer locking when a transaction tries to commit. This approach is the first Hy-TM to combine three desirable features: (i)
execution whether or not the architectural support is present, (ii)
execution of a single common code path, whether a transaction is
running in software or hardware, (iii) immunity, for correctly synchronized programs, from the “privatization” problem. Our architectural support can be any traditional HTM supporting bounded
or unbounded-size transactions, along with an instruction to test
whether or not the current thread is running inside a hardware transaction. With this we carefully design the Hy-TM so that portions
of its work can be elided when running a transaction in hardwaremode.
While not compared with the native HTM system, our simulations show that, when running with HW support, the main runtime
overheads of the STM system are elided: Depending on the workload, the speedup with read-only transactions is up to 3.03× in the
single-thread execution and 61× in the 32-thread case, while with
read-and-write transactions it reaches over 10×.

1.

Introduction

Transactional Memory [12] aims to provide a simple programming
interface to access shared data, avoiding some of the classical problems of shared memory concurrency. Hardware transactional memory (HTM) proposals (such as [2, 7, 22, 23]) can provide high performance and ‘strong’ semantics in which conflicts are detected
between memory accesses made by transactions and memory accesses made directly. However, HTMs mainly rely on extending
the coherence protocol with conflicts detected ‘online’ between
the parties involved; this makes thread pre-emption and paging to
disk complicated or impossible. Transactions that exceed local resources (cache capacity, write buffers) are either not supported, lead
to complicated hardware designs, or highly increase the possibilities of high rates of false conflicts.
Software transactional memory (STM) proposals (such as [4, 6,
8, 9, 15]) allow the flexibility to explore different semantics and
the possibility of deployment on current hardware. However, puresoftware implementations suffer from high overheads. Even the
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simplest, blocking implementations of STM impose a significant
slowdown. In addition to these performance overheads, STMs typically provide ‘weak’ semantics in which conflicts between transacted and non-transacted accesses go undetected. This leads to example programs like the ‘privatization problem’ that we discuss
below; such programs are intuitively correctly synchronized but are
not implemented with the semantics that programmers might anticipate.
The performance issues with STM have been examined in existing proposals for architectural support. One approach is hardwareaccelerated TM (Ha-TM) in which an STM algorithm uses new
hardware features to perform part of a transaction’s work [21, 25,
27]. An alternative approach is hybrid TM (Hy-TM) [3, 11] in
which the system supports the coexistence of HW and SW transactions, typically by starting a transaction in HW and re-executing it
in SW if it overflows limited resources.
However, these previous approaches do not address the semantic problems that come from the ‘weak’ semantics offered by STM.
The ‘privatization problem’ provides a motivating example:
/ / Thread 1
/ / Thread 2
// x initially 0
a t o m i c { / / Tx2
a t o m i c { / / Tx1
i f ( x shared ) {
x shared = false ;
x = 4 2 ; / / W2
}
}
x ++;
/ / W1
}
In this example, x shared is initially true, Thread 1 attempts
to mark x as no longer shared (Tx1) before accessing it directly
(W1), while Thread 2 attempts to check if x is still shared (Tx2)
before accessing it inside its transaction (W2). This program is
correctly synchronized under the ‘single lock atomicity’ model in
which atomic sections are replaced by the use of a single processwide lock. Programmers might therefore expect it to be correctly
synchronized using TM and to see either x = 1 or x = 43. Unfortunately, as Spear et al discuss, existing STMs do not implement it
correctly [28]. In some STM designs, Tx2 may be serialized before
Tx1 but the write from W2 not yet be made back to main memory
before W1 executes (allowing x = 42). In other STMs, Tx1 may
conflict with Tx2 but Tx2 will continue running after the conflict is
detected, letting W1 and W2 race (allowing x = 0 if Tx2 is rolled
back after W1 executes).
Different systems have been proposed to overcome this and
other similar problems that impact programming complexity. The
work in [26] proposes a strongly-atomic java STM providing high
performance by extensively using whole-program analyses and JIT
optimizations to reduce the performance penalty of memory barriers in non-transactional code. In [16] the semantics of atomic
blocks are defined by translating them into various lock acquire/re-

lease implementations. The “single lock” translation is appealing
because it provides semantics that are easy to explain in terms of
existing programming language constructs and the existing Java
memory model. However, the STM-based implementation of these
single-lock semantics requires process-wide barrier operations at
various stages during a transactions execution. This introduces contention between the implementations of transactions that access
disjoint data.
Spear et al identify several techniques for avoiding the privatization problem: (1) Data can be statically partitioned between
transacted and non-transacted parts of the heap, with explicit marshalling between them. (2) STM-aware libraries can be used for
private accesses like W1 with the overhead that that entails. (3)
Synchronization barriers can be added such that data is not used
both in private mode and in shared mode between barriers. (4) Explicit fences can be required after transactions that make parts of
the heap private. (5) Pessimistic concurrency control can be used
so that if Tx1 is serialized after Tx2 then Tx1 will not commit until
Tx2 has committed, or aborted and cleaned up. Of these techniques,
only this last one has the desirable property that it does not impact
the programming model. However, as Spear at al observe “PCC entails unacceptable overhead, primarily due to the overhead of reader
locking”.
In this paper we explore the role of architectural support in
making a practical TM based on pessimistic concurrency control,
thereby avoiding the privatization problem while also avoiding the
need to develop a more complicated programming model involving barriers and fences that would not be needed under strong semantics. Our basic approach is a Hy-TM design in which we combine an optional, generic HTM system with a lock-based variant
of Fraser’s OSTM [6]. By structuring the HTM transactions carefully we allow them to interact correctly with software locks and
for multiple transactions to hold the same read-mode lock concurrently.
Specifically, the main contributions of the paper are:
• A novel approach to handle multiple-reader, single-writer locks

that allow HW transactions to elide them, while detecting conflicts with SW code acquiring them.
• A STM system based on the previous locks that can be accel-

erated with a bounded HTM, without the need of two different
execution paths for HW and SW code.
• An evaluation of the different overhead sources of the base

STM system, and an evaluation showing and quantifying the
performance improvement obtained by HW-accelerating the
different components of the system. Specifically, we quantify
the overhead of the locking mechanism, the read-set management and the write-set management.
• An evaluation of a re-execution mechanism in HW transactions

before changing to SW ones, showing that the optimal number
of retries rises with the processor count.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses
previous work in the area. Section 3 introduces the base lockbased STM system. Section 4 details how to leverage the locking
mechanisms to allow for HW transactions that coexist with the
previous SW ones, and how to avoid the main sources of overhead
in the STM system. Section 5 shows our experimental setup and
the performance results obtained. Section 6 discusses some specific
points of the design, and finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2.

Related work. Hybrid TM proposals

Early STM implementations aimed for providing non-blocking
progress guarantees. Ennals [5] argues that lock-based STM implementations are sensible given integration with the rest of the

run-time system (to avoid, for example, a running thread spinning
waiting for a lock to be released by a pre-empted thread). Lockbased implementations temporarily block a given resource, either
from the encounter-point [9, 16] or in the commit phase [4] to
simplify the design and provide higher performance. From these
previous works, [9] and [4] can fail in problems such as the privatization one. The work of Menon el al [16] covers the problem, and
proposes several alternative semantics for STM-only safe transactions. However, they rely on whole system and JIT optimizations,
and barriers on volatile accesses. Our work is orthogonal to that
one, being possible to adapt our HW acceleration proposal for their
lock-based system.
Rajwar and Goodman [24] and Martı́nez and Torrellas [19] proposed mechanisms that allow threads to execute speculatively past
locks without stalling for lock ownership. These systems support
a traditional lock-based programming model rather than atomic
transactions.
Hardware-accelerated STMs provide a performance speedup if
the specific hardware they require is available. The work in [27]
extends a traditional HW coherence protocol and cache operations
to detect conflicts between transactions. In [25] new cache extensions are included so that transactions can avoid part of their bookkeeping work. Both proposals design specific HW support for a
specific STM system.
Damron et al’s hybrid system [3] is the first to consider HW acceleration by a traditional HTM system. However, their proposal
compiles each transaction’s code twice: once for HW-supported
transactions and the second for SW-supported transactions. This
system is based on hash-addressed ownership records (orecs), and
they introduce the idea of extending HW transactions to detect conflicts with SW ones by checking the corresponding orec status.
The improvement in PhTM [13] divides execution into different
phases to allow HW-only execution. While we take a similar approach based on HW transactions observing the locks used by SW
transactions, our proposal does not support such division. However,
our pessimistic system introduces the idea of dynamically checking the HW transaction mode to require only one version of transacted code and we associate locks with objects to avoid the aliasing problems [31] caused by hashing. Another related hybrid system is NZTM [30], which does not require any indirection in HWtransactions, but is not addressed to lock-based transactions, as our
proposal.
In [21] the authors propose a hybrid system based on TL2 [4].
It does not support software-only transactions. However, it does
provide strong isolation, which is impractical to offer in a softwareonly scheme without whole-program analyses. As with our design,
TL2 is based in a blocking, lock-based STM system. However, our
design can still operate when hardware support is not available.

3.

Overview of the base STM system

Our work is based on a lock-based variant of Fraser’s OSTM
[6]. This is an indirection-based STM in which transacted objects are represented by a header word that points to the object’s current contents. Transactions run optimistically, building
up thread-private logs of their tentative updates to objects. They
commit by using the fair multi-reader single-writer variant of MCS
spin-locks [20] to (i) lock the objects that they have accessed, before (ii) validating that there has been no conflicting update to
any object read, and (iii) installing the tentative update to the objects being updated. Source-code to the base STM is available
at http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/srg/netos/lock-free/. The API,
defined in Figure 1, is similar to other indirection-based STMs
[10, 15]. All functions take a pointer to a per-thread state structure
(ptst_t) from which per-thread memory management data structures are reached. Running transactions are represented by stm_tx

Begin transaction: stm tx *new stm tx(ptst t *ptst, stm *mem, sigjmp buf *penv);
Commit Transaction: bool t commit stm tx(ptst t *ptst, stm tx *t);
Validate transaction: bool t validate stm tx(ptst t *ptst, stm tx *t);
Abort transaction: void abort stm tx(ptst t *ptst, stm tx *t);
Read STM block b: void *read stm blk(ptst t *ptst, stm tx *t, stm blk *b);
Write STM block b: void *write stm blk(ptst t *ptst, stm tx *t, stm blk *b);
Allocate STM block: stm blk *new stm blk(ptst t *ptst, stm *mem);
De-allocate STM block b: void free stm blk(ptst t *ptst, stm *mem, stm blk *b);

Figure 1. STM programmer interface

Figure 2. STM Block
transaction records. Transacted objects are represented by values
of type stm_blk.
Transaction start. Transactions start with a call to new_stm_tx()
that prepares the current transaction logs and records a return point
(represented by a sigjmp_buf) to which to branch if the transaction becomes invalid.
Accessing objects in the transaction. The structure of a transactional object, stm_blk, is shown in Figure 2, where the locks
behave as defined in [20] and the three lock fields have been dissected on the right. Each object must be “open” for read or write
before using it. This open action searches the read and write log,
and allocates a new entry if not found. Both read and write sets are
implemented as ordered singly-linked lists of stm_tx_entries
(depicted in Figure 3) using the next pointer. If the object is open
for read, both old and new point to the current data; otherwise,
a new data is allocated and new points to it. On each access, the
pointer new is returned. Objects are allocated and de-allocated from
per-thread free lists through new_stm_blk and free_stm_blk. As
in Fraser’s thesis, an epoch-based garbage collector is used to defer
actual de-allocation until it is safe to do so [17].
Transaction commit. On commit, the STM acquires the locks
corresponding to the objects in its log, using MRSW locks to allow
different threads to commit concurrently if their read-sets overlap.
If there are concurrent requests involving any writer, the locks use
FIFO ordering on the queue. When all of the objects in the private
log are locked, the system validates both the read and write sets. For
reads, the validation merely consists of comparing the old pointers
in the private log with the data pointers in the shared memory. Since
the old pointer is copied in the first block access and only updated
on a transaction commit, being equal to data means that no other

transaction has updated the block since the first access. In case of
any conflict, the transaction releases all of the locks and aborts.
On success, it commits the write set, updating the data pointers in
shared memory to point to the private objects in the private log.
Finally, all of the locks are released.
Transaction Abort. Ordinarily abort occurs when commit-time
validation fails. In that case, locks are released and the transaction is re-executed. In addition, as with Fraser’s other OSTM designs, a signal handler catches failures that may be generated by
invalid transactions. The signal handler validates the transaction. If
it is invalid, then the signal might have been generated by a race
condition, so it is ignored and the transaction is aborted using siglongjmp, to the restore point created in the new_stm_tx call. As
with other STM designs that allow transactions to run while invalid, this approach requires care from the programmer to ensure
that invalid transactions will fail ‘cleanly’. In managed languages
like Java and C# all such failures can be detected in this way.

4.

The lock-based STM adds four main overheads when compared
with running the same transactions on a native HTM (similarly to
the analysis in [21]). First, the locking mechanism itself is not necessary in a HTM system. Second, transactions need to maintain the
read-set and write-set lists. This introduces a list-search on each
object accessed, and an increase in the memory used. In HTM systems the hardware itself tracks the objects accessed in the transaction (with read and write bits, signatures or other mechanisms).
Third, on commit, the lists have to be traversed to lock and validate
the objects. Fourth, the indirection-based object structure makes it
necessary to copy entire objects when opening them for update,
even if only a single field will be touched. In HTM these copies are
managed implicitly and at a finer granularity.
We now consider how we can accelerate these costs by combining the STM with a generic HTM system. Our general approach is
to modify the STM new_stm_tx and commit_stm_tx functions
to start a ‘sympathetic’ hardware transaction when each transaction is started. The transaction is then initially attempted in hardware mode. It invokes the same STM-library operations as normal,
allowing us to avoid compiling the transaction’s implementation
twice. However, the library operations recognise opportunities to
remove operations that are redundant while the HW transaction is
active. If the HW resources are exceeded then the HW transaction
is aborted and we can fall back to SW execution.
In Section 4.1 we clarify the assumptions that we make of
the HTM and then, in Sections 4.2-4.4 we present three possible
acceleration mechanisms.
4.1

Requirements on the HTM system

We use an ordinary HTM supporting strong atomicity [1] between
transacted and non-transacted accesses. We assume that all memory
accesses are implicitly transacted when running inside a transaction. In addition we assume that the ISA provides an InHWTx mechanism to determine whether or not execution is inside a transaction.
When making performance-related decisions we assume that percache conflict detection is used and that updates are made in-place
(as with LogTM). These assumptions affect performance, not correctness.
4.2

Figure 3. STM transaction entry

Acceleration opportunities with a generic
HTM

First acceleration: avoiding locking

Our first observation is that locking is often un-needed when running a transaction in HW. When a collision with other transaction
happens:

(a) Writer - writer

Figure 4. Modified STM blk with writing field in the lock
- With other HW transaction, the underlying HTM detects the conflict on the conflict location, and forces one of the HW transactions to abort or wait. Thus, the use of locking is unnecesary. Furthermore, lock acquire/release operations can introduce false conflicts between pairs of HW transactions accessing
disjoint parts of the same objects.
- With a SW transaction holding a given lock when the HW transaction tries to acquire it (supposing the original behaiour), the
lock mechanism in the HW transaction would spin-wait until
the lock becomes free. However, HW transactions can never
spin: when the SW transaction releases the lock, the update of
the spin location would conflict with the HW transaction read
set, constituting an isolation violation, and forcing a HW abort.
However, we cannot simply remove all locking: SW-locked
objects must be respected by HW transactions, and SW transactions
must not acquire a lock if this conflicts with a HW transaction
accessing the object. Our approach is to modify the lock and unlock
operations so that HW transactions test for collisions with SW (a
SW writer in the case of a HW read_lock operation, and any
reader or writer in a HW write_lock operation). To this end,
we modify the lock structure adding a new “writing” field (as
depicted in Figure 4) which is set by SW writers when they acquire
the lock, and cleared on release. The rest of the algorithm remains
as in [20]. With this mechanism, the correct actions required by
HW and SW lock operations are defined in Table 1.
SW reader
SW writer
HW reader
HW writer

original behaviour in [20], with increase of reader_count
original behaviour in [20] and set writing=true after
lock acquisition
check writing==false and exit (no field updated);
otherwise, HW abort.
check writing==false and reader_count==0, and exit;
otherwise, HW abort

Table 1. Locking operations
This ensures that HW transactions do not interfere with locked
elements, while eliding most of the locking work (and allowing
multiple HW transactions to “acquire” the same lock without conflict in read mode). Considering a direct-update, early detection
HTM system like LogTM [22](which we use in our evaluations),
the coherence extension that provide the strong atomicity of the
HTM will prevent SW transactions from acquiring a lock in a conflicting mode once it has been checked by a HW transaction. Table
2 shows the actions involved when the lock is held by a thread in
reader or writer mode, and a new writer arrives, which generates
a collision (the case of a thread holding the lock in writer mode
and a reader arriving is analogous). Table 3 shows the case of two
readers, in which the system allows both threads to continue. In a
system with lazy detection (like TCC [7] or Bulk [2]) the actions
would be different, but the behavior would be still correct.
To enable the different behaviour depending on the HW or SW
mode, we define a function in_HW_Tx(), that, using the inHWTx

(b) Writer - reader

Table 2. Lock acquiring with one or two writers involved, HW and
SW cases.
ISA instruction, returns true if the transaction is executed with HW
support, or false if it is SW-only. With it, the code for read and
write lock and unlock operations is presented in Figure 5 (omitted
original parts are those in [20]):

Figure 5. Modified a) Read lock, b) Write lock and c) unlock
operations.
Of course, we must do this carefully to avoid false sharing
within the lock data structures. The problem is illustrated by considering two readers: a HW Tx checking lock.writting and a
SW Tx trying to update lock.reader_count. If both fields are
in the same cache line, the collision detection from the HTM system will consider them to conflict. In this case it effectively prevents HW and SW readers from acquiring the same lock in concurrently in read mode. To prevent this, we have analyzed the possible
sources of false sharing in the code and padded structures where
necessary (such as the state structures psts_t or the stm_blk
headers).

Table 3. Lock acquiring with two readers involved, HW and SW
cases.

4.3

Second acceleration: do not maintain a read set

Our second acceleration technique comes from the fact that the explicit read-set list can be elided in HW transactions. HW transactions still need to check the locks of read objects for two reasons: to
avoid reading write-locked objects and to prevent any further SW
Tx write-locking the object. Therefore, in HW transactions, instead
of building up a read-set list the read_stm_blk checks that the
lock is in the appropriate status (writing = false) and returns
the data pointer to the shared object. This prevents any further
software writer committing changes to the block before the HW
commit, because of strong atomicity.
This operation reduces the overhead for two reasons:
• The transaction log is reduced to the write set. Though a search

on each access is still needed, it is much faster.
• The same applies to the validation: the number of validation

steps is reduced to the modified objects count only.
4.4

Third acceleration: make updates in place

The idea in the previous subsection, when applied to the write set,
would prevent the object copy on access and provide updates in
place. However, in this case there is a limitation: as specified in
section 3, SW transactions rely on the update of the data pointer
to detect conflicts on the validation step. Directly accessing objects
during HW transactions without updating the data pointer (because
no new version of the object would be allocated) wouldn’t let SW
transaction detect HW updates.
To overcome this, we use the same idea as in the previous
section plus an additional version counter in the object header.
This field is set to 0 when the object is first instantiated (in any HW
or SW transaction) and increased on every call to write_stm_blk
by a HW transaction. Software transactions copy the value of this
word in the entry on the read and write sets and the validation
process implies checking both the data pointer and the version
field. With this optimization, HW transactions make their updates
in place, do not maintain read or write sets, and consequently avoid
any searching through these sets.
Special care is needed to handle version overflows. A simple
solution is to abort HW transactions on counter overflow, and clear
the counter on SW updates (to further increase the time between
overflows).

5.

Evaluation

The proposed system has been implemented and simulated with
GEMS [18], a simulator based in the full-system simulator Simics
[14], making use of the LogTM MESI protocol. Network parameters have been set to resemble those of the Sunfire E25K [29]. The
simulator was modified to restart a transaction in SW mode after
a fixed number of HW attempts The number of threads on each
simulation always equals the number of processors.
We extended the STM implementation to use the LogTM ISA,
modifying only the STM library and not the test harness calling it.
The library was also modified so that HW transactions never call
the memory allocation and free functions in the GC commented in
Section 3; instead, the HW transaction is aborted if a local pool
of pre-allocated chunks is exhausted. There are three reasons to do
this: It prevents some limitations on the base simulator, although
the HTM simulates unbounded transactions there are various low
level processor operations (such as TLB misses) which cannot occur transactionally; this action prevents congestion problems in the
GC, and eventually, the OS, when a HW transaction modifies some
global structure; finally, it models a HTM system more restricted
than the original, unbounded, LogTM model.
We simulated four versions of our design:

• The original, software only, STM system. (sw).
• The version eliding the locks, but maintaining both read and

write sets (rw).
• The version that avoids entries in the read set (noread).
• The version without read or write sets (nowrite).

5.1

Evaluation benchmarks

We used the two existing microbenchmarks from Fraser’s thesis
work: a red-black tree and a skip-list, with sizes specified by a
key k, similarly to other works in the area [4, 6]. Each thread
executes read transactions that search and read a given key, or
write transactions that add (update) or remove the given key, with a
certain probability p. The update and remove operations may need
to rebalance the tree or correct the links in the skip list, introducing
some contention between operations on different keys. In every
case the root of the tree or list is always part of the read set of
the transactions. After a sufficient warm-up period, we measure the
number of simulated cycles per transaction, averaged across nine
simulation runs and executed for a period long enough to converge
to a fixed value. The performance will be the inverse of this value,
and in most cases, our results are shown normalized against the
single-processor, SW-only result.
5.2

Performance results

Our first test shows the performance improvement with a singleprocessor, reflecting the sequential work removed by the HWsupport. Table 4 shows these values for different data structure
sizes, using workloads with read-only transactions (p = 0%) and
for p = 10%.

Table 4. Single processor performance
The elided steps constitute a substantial part of the execution
time, given that up to 3.03× speedup is obtained only from them
being removed. We also observe that with larger problem sizes, the
improvement is higher than with small sizes: the memory usage is
also lower (no need for read or write sets) so the number of cache
misses, which increases with the problem size, is reduced.
Figure 6 shows the multi-processor performance obtained with
read-only transactions in the RB tree for key sizes 8 and 15. As
in the table, the figures are normalized to the performance of
the single-processor, base STM system. Note that, considering
those initial single-processor values for each curve, there is no
super-lineal speedup in the plots in Figure 6(a), though the overall
speedup exceeds the processor count.
The small workload shows a linear speedup in all the HWaccelerated cases. The baseline offers low performance and poor
scalability, but the lock elision (rw) removes this, leading to a
performance increase of 33.04× (in the 32p case). The noread line
shows that avoiding the read-set entries (and the associated search)
leads to a 57.19× speedup from the base system. Finally, avoiding
the read and write set copies gives further improvements, largely
through the simplifications made to the commit processing; even
in the case of read-only transactions there is an overall 61.81×
speedup (in the 32p case). The graph below is similar, but shows
how the cache limits reached for the larger workload reduce the
scalability of the system presented. The low scalability of the base
system can be explained by profiling the sw and nowrite cases in
Figure 7(a).

(a) Key 8

(a) Cycle dissection

(b) Key 15
(b) Lock cycles

Figure 6. Performance of the RB with key sizes 8 and 15.
The first point to note is that the commit phase from the sw
design is almost removed in the nowrite approach: the validation
and update steps are unnecessary. Also, this commit phase in sw
grows with the number of processors: this comes from the cycles
spent manipulating read-set locks. As seen in Figure 7(b)), this time
grows, as expected, with the number of processors due to the queue
operations on the locks and contention on the reader_count field
- especially toward the root of the shared structure. In the case of
nowrite, the lock action is reduced to a simple check.
Figure 8 shows the performance obtained with a skip-list under
low (a, k = 15 and p = 10%) and high contention (b, k = 8
and p = 10%). The large workload with low contention suffers
a small performance decrease from the read-only case (similar to
Figure 6(b) but it still scales well, reaching 10.81× speedup in the
32p case against the base SW case. The performance from noread
to nowrite is quite different in this case, where the write set is
not empty. With high contention (Figure 8(b)) the performance
degrades as the number of processors increases. This degradation
comes from the higher proportion of slower, SW transactions, due
to the HW transactions abort rate increasing (as shown in Figure
9(a)). Though the actual HW abort rate is not very high, the fact
that LogTM makes processors wait rather than abort on conflicts
makes these figures quite significant for the overall performance.
The graph shows how the lines tend to the base sw-line as the abort
rate increases.
An improvement for this case might be to re-execute transactions in HW mode some number of times (as suggested in [3]).
We evaluated the performance of this, varying the maximum reexecution-count, simulating the nowrite case from Figure 8(b).
Figure 10 shows the performance results for different retry counts,
normalized to the case of no retrying (No retries, which corresponds with nowrite in Figure 8(b)). As seen, the performance
is generally improved in the congested area, up to a maximum of
33% in the 32p case. However, the optimal value for retries is low

Figure 7. Read-only transactions cycle dissection and cycles spent
locking and unlocking.
(2 to 4, darker bars) with a low number of processors (4 to 8), and
increases (5 to 10, lighter bars) with a higher processor count (16
to 32). We observed a similar behaviour in rw and noread. This
suggests that a fixed re-execution policy is not ideal. This result is
understood by considering that, with high thread counts, the collisions are coming from different HW transactions, while in other
cases they come from different sources, such as collisions with SW
transactions, or resource exhaustion. We might therefore consider
further architectural extensions to reflect the reasons for HW transactions aborting.

6.

Discussion

In this section we discuss some points of our design:
• Use of MRSW queue-based locks in the STM: The use of these

locks in an STM is unusual: they introduce the need of updating a field (lock.reader_count) even for read blocks on software transactions, and this might generate a performance loss
due to contention in the lock variable. Figure 11 shows the performance impact of these locks: we simulated the skip list-28
with a read-only workload and the locks removed (no_locks).
Performance results are better than the HW-accelerated version
that merely avoids the locks (in this case there are no locks at
all) but worse than our optimized nowrite proposal, that is not
limited to read-only transactions. The high contention in the acquisition and releasing of the read locks (especially close to the
tree root) generates a significant overhead, as previously presented in Figure 7(b).
The use of MRSW locking is motivated by the programming
model: they allow us to implement the examples like the ’privatization problem’ from the introduction while retaining a simple

(a) HW aborts
(a) Low contention

(b) SW aborts

Figure 9. Transactions aborted in hardware and software modes,
p = 10%.
(b) High contention

Figure 8. Performance under low and high contention, p = 10%.

programming model and the ability to operate on existing machines without hardware support. Although the worst-case cost
of locking is worse than other STM designs (such as Fraser’s
lock-free variant of OSTM), the presence of the HTM acceleration introduced in this paper allows short-running transactions
to execute in hardware mode (without needing to acquire these
locks), while long-running transactions spend proportionately
more of their time executing (rather than committing) and so
the locking costs incurred are less significant.
• Starvation of software transactions: An open question is whether

SW transactions might suffer from starvation when they have
constant collisions with HW transactions. If the HTM system
resembles LogTM (as in our simulation) this might happen,
given that the coherence extensions would make a SW transaction stop while there is a collision with any running HW
transaction. In our experiments, software transactions in the
32p highly contended case presented in Figure 8(b) would run
on average 400 to 500 times slower than HW-accelerated ones,
mainly due to this temporary starvation. On the other hand,
in a system with lazy detection (such as TCC [7]), the result
would be the opposite: any SW update of a memory location
generating a collision would abort remote HW transactions.
Eventually, this might be considered as an issue in HTM systems, but our assumption of a generic HTM system prevents us
from considering it in this work.

7.

mechanism, we have presented a Software Transactional Memory
system that can be accelerated in presence of any traditional HTM
system, but still works safely without it.
Evaluations show that the base system is limited by the semivisibility of readers, but the HW-acceleration removes this limitation, and provided optimizations remove the main overheads of the
STM system. On our benchmarks, we have seen that the optimal
number of HW retries after an abort is not very high, and increases
with the number of processors. This point might be interesting for
future HTM systems, to implement variable number of retries on
their control interface, and then “fall back to software”, to simplify
their design.
Finally, the congestion control between HW and SW transactions has appeared as an important point of the design. While our
proposal always gives priority to HW transactions (in a LogTMlike environment), it seems interesting that the system can control
the priorities of different threads in the system to prevent starva-

Conclusion

This paper has introduced a new lock management system, so that
locks used by the STM implementation can be easily avoided in
atomic blocks, in which they are unnecessary. Based on this lock

Figure 10. Mutiple HW retries of aborted transactions
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tion, for example by imposing some restriction on HW-accelerated
transactions.
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